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A modification of Tulsi's quantum search algorithm with intermedíate measurements of
the control qubit is presented. In order to analyze the effect of measurements in quantum
searches, a different choice of the angular parameter is used. The study is performed for
several valúes of time lapses between measurements, finding cióse relationships between
probabilities and correlations (mutual information and cumulative correlation measure).
The order of this modified algorithm is estimated, showing that for some time lapses
the performance is improved, and becomes of order O(N) (classical brute-forcé search)
when measurements are taken in every step. The results provide a possible way to analyze
improvements to other quantum algorithms using one, or more, control qubits.
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1. Introduction
Although there is no consensus on what are the quantum properties that cause the
advantage of a quantum algorithm over classical counterparts, this advantage has
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been associated mainly with quantum correlation (concepts such as entanglement.
quantum discord, nonlocality, contextuality and others). 1 While it is believed that
some quantum correlation is necessary in quantum search, it is not exactly clear how
correlation is related with good results. 2 Correlation is modified by measurements
and interaction with the environment, generally modeled as noise,3 whose influence on quantum search algorithms has been extensively studied in last years.4~8
Furthermore, some research has been done to analyze the effect of projective partial
measurements of the system. 9 ' 10
It has been generally assumed that decoherence degrades the efficiency of a
quantum algorithm. Nevertheless, in recent years some studies have shown that
low levéis of noise can improve certain algorithms. 11 ' 12 Would this be the case
of projective partial measurements in quantum searches? In this paper, we show
that the effect of intermediate partial measurements during the state evolution can
improve the performance of some search algorithms, i.e., controlled quantum walk
search algorithms. In addition, we show there is a cióse relationships between the
search results and correlations.
The proposed quantum search is an intermediate case between two known
methods: Unitary algorithms that start with separable states, 13 where the correlation increases during the evolution; and measurement-based quantum computation
(MBQC), 14 where the initial states are of high correlation (cluster states), and
measurements are taken to achieve the desired results.
Tulsi's algorithm 15 is a special case of the abstract search algorithm based on
a discrete quantum walk, that uses a control qubit in addition to the usual coin.
This quantum walk depends on an angular parameter S, where the optimum valué
ensures an order of 0(y/NlogN),
considering a *JÑ X y/Ñ search grid.
In this paper, a modified instance of Tulsi's algorithm, in a Hilbert space
TL = (C2)®™, is used with the main purpose of analyzing the influence of partial
intermediate measurement in quantum algorithms. With this aim, and considering
that Tulsi's algorithm is optimal, a different choice of the angular parameter S is
made. Based on numerical evidence, it has been found that a unitary algorithm
can be improved by performing partial projective measurements with a convenient
choice of time lapses between unitary evolutions. Relationships among the time
between intermediate measurements, the correlation and the order of the algorithm
is discussed.
The paper is organized as follows. In order to introduce the notation and
operators used, Tulsi's algorithm is briefly explained in Sec. 2. Modified Tulsi's
algorithm with intermediate partial measurements is presented in Sec. 3. Section 4
deals with the relation between probabilities and correlations. In Sec. 5, the order
of the presented algorithm is estimated depending on time lapse between measurements. Finally, some conclusions and proposals for future works are commented
in Sec. 6.
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2. Unitary Tulsi Algorithm
Tulsi's quantum-walk-based algorithm searches an unique item out of N Ítems
arranged on a two-dimensional (y/N x y/N) grid. This position space is represented
by an n-qubit quantum state (N = 2 n ), and it is initialized with a state formed
by a uniform superposition of the canonical basis, similar to Grover 16 and AKR 17
quantum algorithms. In addition to the position, the state has a two qubits coin
state and a control qubit [initialized as indicated in (6)].
The Tulsi's algorithm uses two operators: The oracle and the the conditional
walk. The conditioned reflection operator, called oracle, is given by,a
O = I -2\6ctI,uc,t)(6ctI,uc,t\,

(1)

where

• the control qubit \SctI) = —smS\0) +cosS\í), depends on the S parameter,
• the coin state \uc) is a balanced superposition of two qubits in the coin basis

{|¿c>} = { < - , - a , t }

k> = \ ¿ Ve)

(2)

¿c = 0

• and the target state |í) is any unknown state of the position subspace.
The conditional walk operator performs a walk depending on the valué of the
control qubit, as showed in the following equation:
W r =|l>(l|(g)(S , .C)-|0>(0|(8)/ c , p ,

(3)

where
• S is the shift operator,
S = ^2\ ^,x+

í,y)(-^,x,y\

+ | l,x,y

+ 1 -^,x-l,y){^,x,y\

+

l)(t,x,y\

+ \t,x,y-l){i,x,y\,

(4)

being the state \x, y) related to the x, y position on the grid,
• C operates only in the coin subspace 17 :
C0 = -Ic

+ 2\uc)(uc\,

(5)

where C = CQ (g> Ip.
As proved in Ref. 15, considering an initial state |-¡/>o);
|V>o) = \l,uc,up)

N
1
^
= |1) (g) \uc) (g) \up) = |1) (g) \uc) (g) —= ^2 \ip),

^

N

(6)

irj=0

a
In this paper, the subscripts ctr, c and p, indícate the control, coin and position subspaces,
respectively.
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Fig. 2. Unitary evolution of Tulsi algorithm with N = 2 1 8 ; and <5 = 0 (AKR with dots), <5 = 7r/4
(dash line) and S = arccos(-\/l/log N) (solid line).

and applying Tg = [(TT/4)\J'N(logN + tan(5 2 /4)] times (steps) the operator U =
W • O (Fig. 1), the evolving state approaches the target state. The main result
is that the overlap between the final state and the target state depends on S and
N. By choosing parameter S as cos(¿) = 1/logN, the target probability becomes
independent of N, and the algorithm has an order
0(^N\ogN).
For a 29 x 29 grid (N = 2 18 ), and three angular parameters choices (5 = 0, S =
7r/4 and the Tulsi's parameter S = arccos(l/-y/logN)), the resulting probabilities
are shown in Fig. 2.
3. Intermedíate Measurements Algorithm
Unlike Tulsi's unitary algorithm, our proposal (Fig. 3) consists in taking projective
measurements of the control qubit, at time lapses /, between unitary evolutions.
The aim is to understand how intermedíate partial measurements affect the target
probability, and its relationship with correlation.
After any measurement is performed, the obtained information allows to stop
the algorithm if the result is zero, since this control valué is exclusively related to
the target state position. This can be seen as the result of applying the sequence
4
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of operators (1) and (3) to a basis state |i c t r , ic, ip). In the case where \ip) is any
position basis state different from the target position, we have
11 '

' \ °

h '

•\

w

| J-J * C

3 *J> /

(7)

Similarly, for a basis state with a target position, we obtain
|l>*c,í)

|1; *c ,t)

W

|1,¿ C

\0,ic',t)

'

\0,ic',t)

i

v

p

(8)
|0,i c ,í)

|0, ic',t)
\l,ic',t)

w

'

\0,ic',t)
ll,¿ C

3 ^p

Therefore, it is concluded that starting with the state given by (6), no state of the
type |0, ic, ip) could appear during the evolution if \ip) is different from the target
state |í).
Intermediate measurements algorithm (IMA) :
The controlled quantum walk with intermediate measurements has the following
algorithm:
(i
(ü
(iii
(iv
(v
(vi

The system is initialized at state |-¡/>o) [Eq. (6)].
Apply / times the U = W • O operator.
Measure the control qubit.
If the measurement result is zero stop algorithm: The target is found.
Otherwise, return to step (ii) until a máximum of kmax total steps are reached.
After kmax total steps, check if the position is the target state. If this is not
the case, start over [from step (i), at state IV'o)]-

Similar to Tulsi's algorithm, in this paper we will use a valué of kmax =
(n/4)(\/NlogN).
This valué is approximately the optimal kmax step in which the
algorithm should stop, as shown in Sec. 4.
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The cumulative target probability P c , for any time lapse / (/ = 1,2,..., kmax)
is given by
Pc(k, /) = P¿ + P{P¡1 + P{P¡lPf
= P'0 + (l-

+ • • • + P[ • • • P[k,l]lPt{k,

l)

P¿)P02' + ••• + ( ! - P¿)(1 - P20l) ••• (1 - P0Wlil)P(k,

l)

= P¿ + (1 - P¿)[P02' + (1 " Pol)l • • [PoWlil + (1 " P0Wlil)Pt(k,l)}}},

(9)

where
• Pt(k, l) = KV'K-fctr <8> -fc <8> lí)^!)!^)! 2 i s the target probability at a given step k,
• P"íl and P™' are the corresponding probabilities of valúes zero and one at a step
múltiple of /
• and [k/l\ is the integer part of k/l.
As each bracket in (9) has the form x+ (1 — x)a (0 < x, a < 1), Pc(k, l) is always
in[0,l].
Given the nonunitary nature of the algorithm, rather than quantum amplification,18 classical amplification is used to obtain a search probability of order
one. In this paper, two cases of interest are studied: S = TT/4, ( I M A ^ ) , and
S = arccos(l/-\/log N), (IMAy). For (5 = 0, the algorithm is identical to AKR
algorithm, and the control does not affect the search. b
4. IMA: Probabilities and Correlations
In contrast to unitary algorithm, probabilities change drastically when intermedíate
partial measurements are performed. In this section, the target probability Pt and
the cumulative target probability P c are calculated and compared with correlation.
Both probabilities depend on the measurement time lapse /. In the next numerical
experiments, different / were chosen as a function of N,
l = VÑ/2m,

m= 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . .

(10)

For comparison with the classical
constant valué of / = 1 is used in some
experiments.
In the IMAT algorithm (original S Tulsi's parameter), intermedíate measurements always reduced the cumulative probability (for any /), as can be seen in
Fig. 4. Considering this, the unitary Tulsi's algorithm is optimal, i.e., it cannot be
further improved by measurements.
On the other hand, when a different S is considered, as in the IMA„./4 algorithm,
the cumulative probability can be improved, depending on time lapse / used. In
order to get symmetric operators (1), in the following numerical studies a S = ir/4
is chosen.
The examples were performed using QuantumLab, 1 9 a quantum simulator toolbox for Scilab.
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Fig. 4. Cumulative target probability in IMAy algorithm (<5 = arccos(l/^/log N)) for N = 2
and l = 2-/Ñ, V^V, VÑ/2, VÑ/4, VÑ/8 and unitary case (dash line).
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Fig. 5. Target probability on IMA^/4 algorithm (<5 = 7r/4) with N = 2 1 8 . For time lapses:
l = y/N/i (gray), l = y/N/16 (black) and the unitary evolution (dashed line).

The target probability in the unitary walk (for any S) can be approximated by
a harmonic oscillation.15 As expected, when a measurement is performed on the
control qubit, the state loses coherence due to the fact that it is strongly correlated
with the rest of the state. This fact, combined with the effect of stopping the
algorithm for a zero measurement at the control qubit, causes the target probability
Pt to go near zero, similarly to energy in a damped harmonic oscillator (see Fig. 5).
The latter makes the probability Pc tend to constant valué for long times, as shown
in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Cumulative target probability on I M A , / 4 algorithm (<5 = 7r/4) with N = 2 1 8 . For time
lapses: l = y/Ñ/2 (light gray), l = y/Ñ/4 (gray), l = V Ñ / 1 6 (black), l = 1 (dotted Une) and the
unitary evolution (dashed line).

4.1.

Correlations

In recent years, some authors studied the behavior between probabilities and state
correlations in quantum search algorithms. 2 In this section, we analyze the relation
of Pc and Pt with some correlation measures, as the bipartite mutual information 20
(MI) and the multipartite cumulative correlation 21 (CCM). A major advantage of
these correlations is that they do not need nonlinear optimization methods. This is
important because of the large number of states used in our quantum search.
In IMA, the state space have natural partitions, composed by the control, the
coin and the position. The bipartite correlation that comes from partitioning the
space in 7íControi <8> Wcoin+positkm, called MIctr(g)(Cij,), is given by
MIctr<8>(c,p)(p) = S(P)

+ S(Pctr)

+ #(Pc,p) ,

(11)

where p is the total density matrix of the state, pctI is the reduced matrix of the
control qubit, pc¡p is the reduced matrix of the coin-position subspace and S the
von Neumann entropy.
Other bipartite correlations are: M l ^ r ^ ^ and MIQ,^,.)®;,. In these cases the
state p is always puré, so S(p) = 0. Therefore, the distinction between classical and
quantum parts is irrelevant, and can be considered as a measure of entanglement. 22
We also consider other bipartite correlations of mixed states, as the MI between
the coin and the position (Mlc®p), the control and the coin (MI ctr ® c ) and the control
and the position (MI ctr ® p ). For example, the MIc®p is given by
Micelio) = -S(pc,p) + S(pc) + S(pp).
where, in this case, S(pc¡p) ^ 0.

(12)
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correlations

Due to the explicit correlation imposed by the oracle (1), the target probability Pt shows a similar behavior as the correlations t h a t isolate the control qubit:
MIctr®(c,p)! MI c t r ® p and MI c t r ® c (see Fig. 7). These correlations must be zero immediately after the measurement of the control qubit as seen in the detail in Fig. 7.
The fluctuations t h a t appear after the measurement, b o t h in the probabihty and
the correlation, are due to secondary waves commonly related to q u a n t u m walks. 2 3
As fluctuations become smaller with increasing N, and with the intention of assessing the average behavior, the curves are smoothed by taking a suitable average for
each case.
Figure 8 shows the evolution of the probabihty of obtaining the state |1) in the
control qubit. As can be observed, with the growth of the number of steps, the
control qubit yO(ctr) tends to be very near to a puré |1) state, and S , (p( ctr )) ~ 0.
Considering Eq. (11) and t h a t p is a puré state,
MI ctr ®( c ,p) = 2 S W ) « 0 .

(13)

In the case of the other correlations, we have
MIctrOp = -S(pctr,p)
~ -S(pctr,p)

+ S(pctr)

+ S(pp)

+ S(pp)

«0.

(14)

Similarly, MI c t r ® c « 0.

Fig. 7. Target probability Pt (black solid) compared with correlations: MIctr<g,(c p ) (dashed gray),
MIctr(g>p (dotted gray) and MIctrig>c (dash dotted gray), for N = 2 1 6 and l = y/N/2, all normalized
and smoothed. In detail, original curves without smoothing.
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Probability of the control qubit being in state |1>. Case for N = 2 1 6 and l =

VÑ/2.

For a constant 1 = 1, the bipartite correlations MIctr(g)(c,j,), MI ctr ® p and MI ctr ® c
are always zero, and correspondingly Pt is very low and Pc is almost linear (Fig. 6).
4.3. Pc ver sus

correlations

On the other hand, the cumulative probability Pc has a similar behavior compared
to the correlations MIQ,^,.)®;,, M l ^ r ^ ^ and MIc®p. These correlations oscillate.
until they stabilize (±5%) approximated in 5A;max steps, as can be seen in Fig. 9.
This behavior is expected, since with the increased number of steps the influence
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Fig. 9. Cumulative target probability Pc compared with correlations, for N = 2 1 6 and l = y/N/2.
(a) Correlations MI( p ctr)<g,c (dark gray), MI( c t r c)<g, (black) and MIclg)P (light gray). As the number
of steps grows all correlations tends to be similar, (b) Cumulative target probability Pc.
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Fig. 10. Target probability Pt compared with correlations: MI( p ctr)<g,c (dashed gray), MI( c t r c)<g,p
(dash—dotted gray) and MIclg,p (dotted black), for N = 2 1 6 for unitary evolution all normalized.

of the control qubit becomes negligible (13). Therefore, for a large number of steps:
MI(j,iCtr)<8>c = -S(P)

+ S(Pp,ctr)

+ S{pc)

K, S{pp)

+ S(pc)

,

(15)

MI(ctr,c)<8>P = ~S{p)

+ S(pctIiC)

+ S(pp)

« S(pp)

+ S(pc)

,

(16)

+ S(pc)

= -S(pctI)

MI C(8):P = -S(pc¡p)
« S(Pp)

+ S(pp)
+ S(Pc).

+ S(pp)

+

S(pc)
(17)

For unitary evolutions, these correlations have also similar behaviors. They have
a relative minimum where the target probability reaches a máximum, as shown in
Fig. 10. This effect is caused by the convergence of the position subspace towards
the target position, becoming less correlated with the rest of the state around the
step of máximum probability.
The same phenomena has been observed in Grover's search algorithm. 2 It has
been found that Concurrence 24 works as an indicator for the increasing rate of
probability. Unlike the unitary IMA„./4, in Grover's algorithm the target probability
increases to valúes near to one, and at the same time the correlation decreases
approximately to zero. 16
4.4. Total steps ver sus

correlations

In order to obtain an arbitrary search probability P , Le., near one, amplification
needs to be applied. As mentioned in Sec. 3, due to intermedíate measurements,
we apply classical amplification. Given an experiment with probability of success
Po, the total number of independent repetitions R needed to obtain an arbitrary
11
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probability P can be calculated as (geometric distribution)
P=1-(1-P0)R:
logg ^1 - P
W
1_
V
logl-Po
'
Henee, given that each experiment has kmax steps and a probability of success
equal to Pc, the total number of steps is
fVr,

_1_ O

log(l-P)
log(l-Pc

(19)

In the unitary algorithm, kmax is chosen as (ir/4)^(Nlog(N)).
In the case of
IMA algorithm, it is interesting to compare the results for the former choice and
the optimal kmax obtained by minimization of TS.
An interesting fact is that correlation in the 7íctr<g>c subspace can be used as an
indicator that approximates the point of optimal step kmax. Figure 11 shows the
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Fig. 11. Correlations CCM (dashed black) and MIctrlg)C (dotted gray) and e(fc), Eq. (20), versus
number of steps. Curves smoothed and normalized. (a) l = \/N, (b) l = y/N/2, (c) l = y/N/4 and

(d) l = VÑ/8.
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Fig. 12. Comparison between T S ~ 1 (e(fc max )) and the correlations MIclg,p, for flxed N = 2 1 4
(square), N = 2 1 6 (circle). Both TS and the correlation are smoothed and evaluated at the optimal
fcmax (dashed gray), and fcmax = ir/i^/N log N (black). (a) Total number of steps (expressed as
T S " 1 ) as a function of l (m = \/N/l).
(b) Correlation MIclg)P as a function of l (m =
\/N/l).

curves MI ctr ® c , CCM(pctI¡c)

and e, where
e(k) =

1 log(l - Pc)
k log(l - P)

(20)

being TS = l/e(A; max ). Multipartite correlations are common generalizations of
bipartite ones, and have been used in several contexts. 20 ' 25 Multipartite correlation
CCM 21 is a measure that considers, in a cumulative manner, all the bipartitions of
the state space.
Finally, Fig. 12 shows both e(A;max) and Mlc®p(kmax) as a function of time
lapse /, each evaluated for a fixed N (N = 2 14 and N = 216 ) and two different A;max
(optimal and ir/4y/N log N). All curves present a máximum for / = \JN/A (m = 4).
Interestingly, both the máximum of correlations and e(k) occur for the same valué
of / = VÑ/4.
As can be observed, the results for the optimal A;max and the standard
ir/A(^/N log N) are very similar, which justifies the usage of the latter.

5. Estimating the Algorithm's Order
The order of this type of search algorithm can be estimated by the number of
steps needed to obtain a target probability of order one. AKR algorithm, with
quantum amplitude amplification,26 has order O(vNlogN).
If classical amplitude
amplification is used, the order becomes 0(vNlog
' N)?7
In Tulsi's algorithm, the target probability is around l/cos5y/logN, resulting in
an order of 0(y/NlogN).
For unitary IMA„./4 (Tulsi with 5 = n/A) using classical
amplitude amplification, the order is the same as for AKR, i.e., 0(^/Ñlog3/2
N).
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Fig. 13. Total steps TS as a function of N. Curves for the unitary case and 1=1, y/Ñ,
\/Ñ/2,
y/Ñ/4 and y/Ñ/8. (a) Total steps TS as a function of N. Solid black curve with asterisk for the
case 1 = 1 (measurement in all steps). Details for the others curves in panel b. (b) Detail for the
unitary case (solid black), l = y/Ñ (solid gray), l = ViV/2 (dash—dotted gray), l = y/Ñ/'4 (dashed
gray) and l = y/N/8 (dotted black). (c) TS divided by N. The curve for l = 1 is the only one that
converges to a constant valué.

Motivated by the results of the previous section, where it was observed that
the total number of steps TS varíes with time lapse /, in this section we estimate
bounds for the order of the IMA„./4 algorithm for some / valúes.
Figure 13 shows the total number of steps TS as a function of N, for some /
valúes. As can be seen in Fig. 13(c), when divided by N, the curve corresponding
to the / = 1 case is the only curve that converges to a constant valué. In this case,
the algorithm has the same order as the classical brute-force search algorithm.
Other curves show a better order than classical. Due to computational limitations
to obtain results for large valúes of N, it is very hard to perform good nonlinear
regressions to fit the order. Instead, we estimate ranges for the order depending
14
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on /, dividing the curves in Fig. 13(b) by functions of type
pVÑ{\ogN)a,

(21)

for some a. Figure 14 shows the results for a equal to 1.5, 1.25, 0.9 and 0.6.
It can be observed that:
• The curve corresponding to the unitary algorithm tends to be constant when
divided by Eq. (21) with a = 1.5 [Fig. 14(a)], as expected.
• For / = y/Ñ and y/Ñ/2, the order is in the range a £ [0.9,1.25], as can be
appreciated in Figs. 14(c) and 14(b).
• In the cases / = y/Ñ /A and y/N/8, Figs. 14(c) and 14(d) shows that the order is
in the range a G [0.6, 0.9],

Fig. 14. Total steps TS divided by fltting curve ( / ( a ) = TS/y/Ñ(\ogN)a).
Unitary case (solid
black), l = y/Ñ (solid gray), l = y/N/2 (dash—dotted gray), l = y/N/i (dashed gray) and l =
\/Ñ/8 (dotted black). (a) TS divided by y/ÑQogN)1-6,
(b) TS divided by -//V(logiV) 1 - 26 , (c) TS
0 9
divided by VJV(log N) - and (d) TS divided by VW(log N)0-6.
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Conclusions

In this paper, a modified Tulsi's algorithm with intermedíate partial measurements
of the control qubit ( I M A ^ ) , is presented.
The target probability Pt, and some correlations (Sec. 4.2), behave similarly to
energy of a d a m p e d harmonio oscillator, where time lapse / works as a decoherence
parameter, going from q u a n t u m to classical.
The performance of the algorithm also has a strong relation with some correlations. The máxima in the MI c t r ® c and C C M curves indicate the optimal step to
stop the algorithm, when classical amplification is considered. W h a t is more, as it
can be observed from Figs. 11 and 12, when these máxima have better coincidence
(/ = v A / 4 ) the algorithm IMA„./4 has minimal total steps TS.
For some valúes of /, the order estimated shows an improvement with respect
to the unitary case. However, a numerical approach to find the order is limited by
computational power. This fact motivates, as a future work, the search of analytical
approaches to this problem.
This study, with partial intermedíate measurements in q u a n t u m search algorithms, is a starting point to analyze possible improvements of other q u a n t u m
algorithms using one, or several, control qubits.
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